Performance Evaluation of Mobile Agent within Domain Using Security Bank
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ABSTRACT

Data transmission through computer network using Mobile agent system is very popular way. Mobile agent is a software entity, it can travel through communication channel and execute there and accomplish the given task. It can travel hope to hope. During the journey it can suspend their execution in one host and resume its execution in another host. When mobile agent suspends their execution and resume then there faces various security threats. It can be threatened by the host platform as well as by another mobile agent within which the mobile agent is executed. My presentation is focus on the risks and various security issues in the field of mobile agent. There are various kinds of risks faces by the mobile agents. We try to overcome the risk and provide some security mechanism how to avoid from such types of risk.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile agents are independent software entities and can executes in agent platform and can make there journey from one platform to another platform in a network to do their operation assigned by their creator. In the journey of hope to hope of the mobile agents, they can face various numbers of security problems and threats. Mobile agents can suspend its operation of execution of task in one host platform and resume its operation of execution of task in another host platform [9] .When mobile agent resume its operation of task, It can loss some of its important and secret information and secret data. Mobile agent have their personal information like, secret code, state and some of its personnel information and secret password .These personal information are corrupted by host platform and another mobile agent operated under that host platform environment. So in Mobile system Number of agents works together and uses the personal resources of concerned host platform in their own way. Mobile Agent platform is a framework that can provides the environment for mobile agents to be operated there. A mobile agents can make a visits on agent platform and operate its task according to the owner of mobile agent and task assigned by the owner of mobile agent This paper focus on Security risks, issues and method through which mobile agent is able to determined whether the particular domain is beneficial to operate or not. Through this proposed mechanism the percentage of an attack from malicious agent platform on mobile agent is less up to some extent. A Domain has mainly two parts i.e. agent Platform and mobile agent and these both parts are controlled by the Security Alert Bank (SAB). SAB provides the security tips to the mobile agent in advance. It can have all previous history of visits on that particular domain. SAB works with all domains to guide the mobile agents. Mobile agent can move around the domain and do their necessary computation and send result back to the SAB and their owner. In the fields of mobile agents there are various security issues, these security issues are Transfer Security, authentication and Authorization Security, Host system Security, Computational environment Security.

2. OBJECTIVES

1. To study the behaviors of mobile agents and make there analysis according to their personal state and code.
2. Study about various attacks in the field of mobile agent.
3. Apply security techniques to overcome the risk and attacks.
4. To compile the research work in the form of Ph. D thesis based on the results obtained.

3. EXISTING TECHNIQUES [6] TO PROTECTING THE AGENT AND AGENT PLATFORM:

1. Software-Based Fault Isolation,
2. Safe Code Interpretation,
3. Signed Code,
4. Authorization and Attribute Certificates,
5. State Appraisal,
6. Path Histories,
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The proposed techniques can provide the mobile agents a past visited history about the mobile agent platform behaviors in advance and alerts the mobile agents either the visited domain is safe to make a visit or not do to their necessary operation. Through this approach the mobile agent is awakened about the security risk to lose their data or code. SAB has full knowledge about all security weakness of the particular domain. Domain has the harmful level, this value tells about the unfair behavior of the domain to mobile agents and Status Value and Status Value of agent Platform tells the reputation value of agent platform. This reputation value tells about the malicious behavior of the agent platform. Mobile agent is defined as an entity that can be travels from hope to hope in the network to do their task and move back and give response to their owner. In the field of mobile agent there are various kinds of threats and security weakness and issues that can create the problem in the operation of code or task of mobile agent. In our proposed security mechanisms the security Alert bank can provides the advance security to the mobile agent and make the mobile agent very secure.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
In our process of simulation, we virtually build a SAB (Security Alert Bank) and Domain. Each Domain reference one SAB. Here SAB has the information about the HL (Harmful Level) and ST (status Value) of the concerned Domain. Initially the HL build a SAB (Security Alert Bank) and Domain. Each Domain reference one SAB. Here SAB has the information about the Harmful Level value for the domain assigned 0 and Status value for Agent platform is 1. Agent platform connected to domain. In this scenario there are five Domains and Five SAB. Domain 1 has connected to SAB 1, Domain 2 connected to SAB 2, Domain 3 connected to SAB 3, Domain 4 connected to SAB 4 and Domain 5 connected to SAB 5. In Domain 1 there are five numbers of AP’s (Agent Platforms). If any mobile agents want to visit any Domain then it can first check HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS Value of that Domain and platform for that mobile agent concerned to the SAB of that Domain for verification of HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS values. If these HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS values are acceptable then mobile agent can make a visit to that domain. Otherwise if the HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS value of the domain is not acceptable then mobile agent can migrate on to the next domain and check the HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS values of next domain from there concerned SAB. In this simulation any mobile agent sent on to the domain 1. Mobile agent assigned HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS values by the creator of mobile agent, in domain 1 mobile agent can visit in AP 1(Agent Platform 1). In AP 1 there are two check points, one for visit and other for malicious agent. When mobile agent enters in the domain 1 then visit check point of AP 1 make checked. So that in AP1 mobile agent make a first visit, after this visit we can check the HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS values for that we simulate by making click on simulate button. This simulation can verify the HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS values of the domain and agent platform. In first visit the HARMFUL LEVEL value of platform is 1 and HARMFUL LEVEL values for the domain is -1, next time if another mobile agent visit the domain 1, then the HARMFUL LEVEL value of the domain is -2 and STATUS value is remained unchanged i.e.1. STATUS value remain unchanged because mobile agent has successfully completed their task. In next time another mobile agent visit that domain and at that time the agent platform can change or update the information of the mobile agent, this is due to the malicious behavior of agent platform, in that visit the malicious check point of the API make checked. In this visit (3rd visit) the STATUS value and HARMFUL LEVEL value of domain is changed. HARMFUL LEVEL value incremented by 1 and STATUS value is decreased. So that HARMFUL LEVEL and STATUS value for the domain has been changed in every step it will incremented or decremented depends upon the nature of the visit. If the mobile agent has successfully completed their task then STATUS value increased and if the mobile agent doesn’t complete their task successfully then STATUS value decreased. So that HARMFUL LEVEL value also changed according to their visit on the basis of the nature of visit of the mobile agent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Mobile Agents visit in the AP-1</th>
<th>No. of affected Mobile Agents from risky AP</th>
<th>Status Value For AP-1</th>
<th>Harmful level for Domain-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.892857</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.727272</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Represents HL and ST values for AP 1 in Domain-1 Simulation Results for Domain-2

Table 2: Represents Simulation results for AP-1 in Domain -2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of AP</th>
<th>Status Value For AP-1</th>
<th>Harmful level for Domain-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Represents HL and ST values for AP 1 in Domain-1 Simulation Results for Domain-2

Table 2: Represents Simulation results for AP-1 in Domain -2
CONCLUSION
The proposed method is implemented for mobile agents and behalf of results obtained that may possible to avoid from the risk of malicious attack of agent platform in the particular domain for data transmission in secure way.
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